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All throughout the Bible, we see men and women with great promises from the Lord, but we also

witness the pain, struggle, trials, temptations & tribulations they had to go through in order to reach

their Promised Land. Many want the Promise without the Process, but God desires to produce the

fruit of the Spirit within us, so that we are able to walk humbly in His promise for our lives. In The

Wilderness, author Deborah G. Hunter reveals the heart of God for His people in this painful, but

necessary season in their lives. It was through brokenness, tremendous loss, submission & worship

that Job, and many others in the Bible, received their promise, but they first had to endure their

process before they could receive all that God purposed for their lives. Hunter shares her own

personal tests & trials in her wilderness over a period of five years, which is sure to inspire &

encourage any believer! This book will share topics, such as: *Predestined for Purpose *Drenched:

The Place of Submerging *From the Mountaintop to the Valley *The Beauty of Brokenness.....and

much more!
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THE WILDERNESS is a must-read. It is an invitation to embrace the perplexing contradiction of

victorious brokenness, which forms the critical birthing place of great character and true wholeness.

This book isn't a theoretic exercise, but a very personal and precious testament of Deborah's

priceless journey. Thus, allow me to invite you to open your heart as you scroll through these pages.



May it cause you to find that place of settling, as you allow the Potter to make you the beautiful

vessel He has in mind. --***Dennis D. Sempebwa , DMin, PhD. President & Founder: Eagle's Wings

International President & CEO: Dominion Consultancy Dallas, TXAs you open the pages of this

book you will journey into Deborah Hunter's field of deep, mature revelation. GET READY TO

GLEAN! Prepare to find valuable precious jewels, nuggets of profound wisdom, and to walk through

the refiner's fire. Go ahead and plan to host your own coming out party, as you come out on the

other side of THE WILDERNESS. This comprehensive treatise will allow you to rest and trust

through these inevitable seasons of life with a profound appreciation for the process, and an

embracing of Our Saviour, as HIS WORD leads you out to victory. The phrase life-changing is so

overused, but for me, a night with this book---produced a suddenly affirming affect on me. I will

never be the same. Thank you Deborah, for paying the costly price that qualifies you to be a TRUE

ENCOURAGER! Now, be coached to victory through the divine strategy that only comes to those

who have navigated THE WILDERNESS at the feet of Jesus, for in this book, He is the star.

--***Jana Mitten, Worship Leader Solid Rock Church Cinncinati, OH National Recording Artist, Jana

Mitten & The Fire ChoirAs we travel throughout our lives, we learn various lessons within the varied

seasons we encounter. Lifelong learners are able to capture the many lessons we encounter within

these seasons. Deborah Hunter has captured not only seasons and times, but she has skillfully

identified and located these destiny places we all have, or will, encounter. The Wilderness is

well-researched with a profound accruement and insight not only into Biblical geography, but keen

spiritual applications of these places within all of our lives. For me personally, this is much more

than a masterpiece, it serves as a benchmark in which I've had the honor and privilege of

celebrating, cheering, and even crying with this amazing author over the years. The biblical

research is documented, the spiritual application is sound, but I commend to you one of the purest

hearts you will ever encounter. Her love and commitment to her spiritual maturation, her family and

her Kingdom assignment is not only depicted in and through this book, but more importantly it is

made visible in her daily life through her interaction with people from many diverse backgrounds and

walks of life. The Wilderness will not only inspire you on your journey, but it will bring meaningful

understanding to assist in the developmental process of producing healthy and prepared sons and

daughters for the Kingdom. I'm elated to fully and wholeheartedly endorse my spiritual daughter,

Deborah Hunter, as a vessel who has and continues to endure the process. --***Steven W. Banks,

Author, Consultant, Spiritual Father, Healing the Father Wound, Atlanta, GA

Deborah G. Hunter is a wife, mother, author, inspirational speaker, philanthropist, and CEO &



Publisher of Hunter Heart Publishing and co-owner of Hunter Entertainment Network. Deborah has

written six books, including the newly released best seller, HOLY SPIRIT: THE PROMISE LEFT

FOR THE BELIEVER. Deborah and her husband Chris live in the beautiful mountains of Colorado

Springs, Colorado. They have three children together and are the father and stepmother to three,

along with three beautiful grandchildren.

The Wilderness: A Place of Preparation is definitely a for-such-a-time-as-this read for me...and any

true disciple of Christ with breath still in their body. I have found personally that for every level there

has been a wilderness place. I am a pastor's wife, in Las Vegas, which in itself is a wilderness place

- physically - and Sis. Hunter (the Holy Spirit through her) is speaking to me right where I am - most

especially spiritually. I liked Hunter Heart Publishing on a social media site, because a friend of mine

has written a book; and I was awaiting its release. And I was blessed to come across this jewel! To

God be the glory for Sis. Hunter and her obedience to Him!

Inspirational must have book ! Sometimes in life it's hard to see the blessing when we are

surrounded by the pain. Just as a stone sharpens the sword we learn that God hones our faith

through our trials . All things culminating for our good in the end. I recommend this book to people of

all faiths

Loved this book!! It brought me so much fresh revelation to what The Lord was doing in my own

life!! Thank you Deborah for sharing your heart!

THIS IS A WONDERFUL Book I have not read it all yet but when I DO i WILL GIVE A full Report

Thank You

Woman of God (Deborah Hunter). I want to share with you that your book "The Wilderness" was a

blessing to me. I read the book and I studied it out completely when I transitioned back to the USA. I

did not know why I was sent to a particular location when my job transferred me, but I understood it

was my wilderness that I was entering. I cried many nights and questioned God why and what have

I done to offend him but reading your book helped me realized it was to mold me and mature me. I

had a purpose and when I fulfilled what God needed me to do and what He needed me to learn; I

would be moved from the wilderness and I would be promoted. Howeve this could only happen

through my submission and obedience to Him. I learned that you can fight with God all you want but



His will be done. I submitted, I obeyed, I was broken, I molded and now I am promoted and released

from the wilderness. Yes, I am came out of the wilderness. I was offered a new position and it was a

promotion; too include relocation. Glory to God for your obedience in releasing your book. My sister

we love you and may God continue to bless you abundantly... With AGAPE love your brother &

sister and above all friend. -Nico and Anette

I don't know about you and everyone else but there are a lot changes going around in the world

whether good or bad. We try to rationalize the events that happen in our lives but we have no clue

to why things are not in order or the way we want them to be. So what do we do when we've done

all we can to live comfortably and still no breakthrough?As you read "The Wilderness" you will get a

deep understanding of what it means to go through your wilderness and the importance of staying

on course and not aborting the process of what God is trying to get through to you no matter how

difficult life may seem to be. You are not alone and you're definitely not crazy. God is not mad at us

but madly in love with us. We must embrace the challenges in life we face and trust that God is in

control and to believe that we will come out of the wilderness victoriously!!

What I went through in the writing of this book is nothing short of the hand of God! Each person that

we are introduced to in the Word of God had to endure their own wilderness, in order to walk into

their Promised Land. Jesus, Job, Moses, Elijah and many others were LED into their wildernesses,

in order to truly see the God whom they thought they knew. This is a place of darkness, isolation,

and confusion, but also a place of strength, surrender, and growth. Don't despise the process,

EMBRACE IT, and watch the amazing work God will do in your life!

We all go thru wilderness experiences in life, but this book teaches you how to embrace and flourish

in your wilderness, coming out better/stronger and with clarity and resolve. If you are person who

desire to do better/be better...then you must first KNOW better.This will give you the WORD OF

GOD to start you on this journey and help you to finish STRONG! A true spiritual life changer!!
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